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1. Introduction

The anatomy of the intrabony course of the inferior alveolar nerve (IAN) is very important for dentists, neurologist, radiologists and pathologists to aid in diagnosis, treatment, planning surgery, and the application of local anesthesia (Polland et al., 2001). IAN damage negatively affects the quality of facial sensibility and the patient’s ability to translate patterns of altered nerve activity into functionally meaningful motor behaviors. The sensory alteration can be attributed to anatomical or functional changes within the nerve after resolution of inflammation and edema in and surrounding the nerve (Essick, 2004; Becerra et al., 2006).

Standardization of assessment methods would facilitate the identification of diagnostic criteria for different types of neurosensory impairment. Assessment of sensory changes can be evaluated using three types of measures: (i) objective electrophysiological measures of nerve conduction, (ii) sensory testing measures and (iii) patient report (Takazakura et al., 2007).

The request of replacing missing teeth with dental implants is increasing, and as a result, incidence of postoperative complications is increasing concomitantly (Kim et al., 2009). When the height of bone between alveolar crest and inferior alveolar canal is insufficient, implant placement in the posterior mandible is limited. One of the most difficult surgical challenges to the implant surgery is severe resorption of the posterior mandible processes (Ardekian et al., 2001). Understanding of the intrabony distribution of the IAN is important in the accurate preoperative planning for the placement of mandibular implants (Kieser et al., 2002). There are several treatment options for patients with inadequate bone height superior to the inferior alveolar canal. There are lots of alternative reconstruction methods of atrophic dental arch: use of autogenous bone grafting, allografts, xenogenic, or alloplastic materials with or without guided bone regeneration, distraction osteogenesis, IAN lateralization (McAllister & Haghighat 2007; Hashemi 2010). Placing the implants to the buccal side of the IAN or lateralization of it are the two of them (Misch & Resnik 2010). An ideal alveolar ridge with adequate bone height and width is essential for a successful dental rehabilitation (McAllister & Haghighat, 2007).

The placement of dental implants to the posterior mandible with severe resorption can cause damage to the IAN. The technique of nerve repositioning has been used to create the
opportunity of insertion dental implants of adequately length in those cases. In cases with
atrophic posterior mandibular ridges, the IAN repositioning technique is an acceptable
alternative to augmentation procedure prior to dental implants placement (Ardekian et al.,
2001).

Patients often desire fixed dental implant restoration of missing posterior teeth in the
mandible, defined for the present report as the region posterior to the mental foramen.
Placement of implants in the posterior mandible is limited by the height of bone between the
alveolar crest and IAN transposition or lateralization is a treatment option for patients with
an edentulous posterior mandible with inadequate bone height superior to the IAN (Scarano
et al., 2011).

Neve lateralization carries a risk of epineurial damage or ischemic stretching. Implant
compression can cause neuropathy and drill punctures can result in neuroma formation of
all types. In some cases it can cause centralized pain syndrome. Two patterns of neuropathy
can be seen as a result; hypoaesthesias with impaired sensory function, often seen with
phantom pain, and hyperaesthesias with minimal sensory impairment but presence of
much-evoked pain phenomena (Gregg, 2000).

Damage to the alveolar nevre is largely due to insufficient information about the location of
the mandibular canal and it is one of the most frequent complications. Such damage can also
occur in the absence of knowledge about the traveling courses of the IAN, artery, and vein
within the mandibular canal (Kim et al., 2009).

Neuropathic pain associated with implant placement is rare in literature. In the
implantology literature, complications related to nevre are mentioned as ‘sensory
disturbances’, focusing on the occurrence of paresthesia and dysesthesia, eventually
accompanied by transitory pain sensations during bone drilling or implant placement
(Hashemi, 2010).

The first published report of IAN replacement for the insertion of dental implants appeared
in 1987. In that study, sensory function of the IAN returned to normal 5 weeks after
surgery according to subjective criteria (Jensen & Nock, 1987).

2. Anatomy of the mandibular nerve

The trigeminal nerve, which is the largest cranial nerve, is the sensory supply to the face,
greater part of the scalp, the teeth, the nasal and oral cavity, the dura mater, the blood
vessels of cerebrum. Additionally it gives the motor supply to the masticator muscles, and
the mylohyoid and the anterior belly of digastric muscles. It has three divisions as
ophthalmic, maxillary and mandibular nerves. It has been reviewed the functions of the
widespread peripheral connections between the facial and trigeminal and facial nerves. The
trigeminal nerve arises from the anterior surface of the pons, near its upper margin, as a
large sensory and a small motor root, the latter lying ventromedial to former. On entering
the pons, the fibers of the sensory root run posteromedially towards the principal sensory
nucleus situated at this level before reaching the nucleus about %50 of fibers divide into
ascending and descending branches. Fibers from the ophthalmic root lie posterolaterally,
those from the mandibular lie posteromedially, and the maxillary fibers lie between them.
In Wallenberg’s syndrome, plug of posterior inferior cerebellar branch of cranial the
vertebral artery leads to loss of pain and temperature sensation in the ipsilateral half of the
face with retention of common sensation. Symptomatic trigeminal neuralgia is caused by a
demonstrable structural lesion other than vascular compression, typically posterior fossa
tumors or multiple sclerosis (Standring et al., 2005; Ordas et al., 2011).

Fibers of sensory root are principally axons of cells in the semilunar (trigeminal) ganglion,
which occupies a recess in the trigeminal cave of Meckel, in the trigeminal impression near
the apex of the petrous part of temporal bone. The ganglion placed on a depth of nearly 5
cm from lateral surface of the head deep to posterior end of the zygomatic arch. Axons of
unipolar cells in the trigeminal ganglion divide into central and peripheral branches, the
former being grouped to from ophthalmic and maxillary nerves and the sensory part of the
mandibular nerve. The central branches composed the fibers of the sensory root (Standring
et al., 2005). The motor nucleus of trigeminal nerve contains characteristic large multipolar
cells interspersed with smaller multipolar cells. It lies in the superior part of pons medial to
the principal sensory nucleus, separated from it by fibers of the trigeminal nerve. The motor
nucleus receives fibers from both corticonuclear tracts. It also receives afferents from the
sensory nuclei, reticular formation, red nucleus and tectum, the medial longitudinal
fasciculus and locus coeruleus.

The detailed anatomy of the trigeminal nerve and its three branches and also their course
excited early clinical interest since it was known that dissociated sensory loss could occur in
trigeminal region. The superior and smallest trigeminal division is the ophthalmic nerve,
which is the first branch of the trigeminal, is wholly sensory. It supplies the eyeball,
conjunctiva and lacrimal gland, part of nasal mucosa, skin of nose, eyelids, forehead and
part of scalp. It originates from the ventromedial end of trigeminal ganglion. It divides into
lachrymal, frontal and nasociliary branches. The maxillary nerve, the intermediate division
of the trigeminal, is also wholly sensory. It gives off two large branches to pterygopatine
ganglion, then gives of the branches, which distribute nose, palate and pharynx. It gives off
zygomatic and posterior superior alveolar branches nearly outside the orbital periostium.
About halfway between the orbital apex and the orbital rim, the nerve enters the infraorbital
canal as the infraorbital nerve.

The mandibular nerve, the third and the largest branch of the trigeminal nerve which
supplies the teeth and gums of mandible, the lower lip, the lower part of face and the
muscles of mastication, the mucosa of both presulcal parts of tongue and oral cavity, skin of
the temporal region, part of the auricle including the external meatus and tympanum. It has
a large sensory root, which proceeds from lateral part of trigeminal ganglion to emerge
almost at ones from the foramen ovale, and a small motor root, which passes under the
ganglion to unit with the sensory root just outside the skull. The nerve immediately passes
between the tensor veli palatini muscle and the lateral pterygoid. Just beyond this junction a
meningeal branch and the nerve to the medial pterygoid leaves the medial side of the nerve,
which then divides into a small ventral and large dorsal trunk. As it descends from the
foramen ovale, the nerve is about four cm from the surface and little anterior to neck of the
mandible. The ventral trunk of the mandibular nerve gives rise to the buccal nerve, which is
sensory, and the masseteric, deep temporal and lateral pterygoid nerves, which are all
motor. The dorsal and larger mandibular trunk is mainly sensory but receives a few
filaments from the motor root to mylohyoid muscle. It divides into auriculotemporal,
lingual and inferior alveolar (dental) nerves (Standring et al., 2005).

The topographic anatomic landmarks, course and the surface making of the IAN from the
inside of the oral cavity is particularly significant in giving nerve blocks for maxillofacial
surgeons. Dentists frequently give anesthesia to the nerve before repairing or removing the
premolar or molar teeth of the mandible. The IAN might be damaged during the extraction
of impacted lower third molar tooth. The roots of such teeth are commonly grooved and, very rarely, perforated by the nerve. It is also frequently damaged in fractures of the posterior tooth-bearing part of the mandible (Standring et al., 2005; Snell, 2011). So, it is important to know course of the nerve and its relation to adjacent anatomical landmarks in detailed.

The nerve descends medial to the lateral pterygoid muscle and then, at its lower margin, passes between the sphenomandibular ligament and the mandibular ramus to enter mandibular canal by the mandibular foramen.

Below the lateral pterygoid muscle it is accompanied by the inferior alveolar artery, a branch of maxillary. The artery also enters the canal. In the canal the IAN lies downward and forward, usually below the tip of the teeth until below the first and second premolars, at this point it divides into incicive and mental branches as the terminal branches. It continues forward in the canal or in a plexiform distribution and giving off branches to the first premolar, canine and incisor teeth, and associated labial gingiva. Just before entering the mandibular canal the IAN gives off mylohyoid branch which pierces the sphenomandibular ligament and occurs a shallow groove on the medial surface of the mandible. It passes below the origin of mylohyoid muscle to lie on the surface of the muscle (Standring et al., 2005; Snell, 2011). The mandibular foramen opens into the mandibular canal, which carries the IAN. The mandibular foramen placed on midway between the ventral and dorsal magrin of ascending ramus of mandible nearly 1 cm above the occlusal surface of the lower teeth. The small triangular lingula guards the anterior border of the mandibular foramen and prvides attachments for he sphenomandibular ligament from which the mandible swings. The mylohyoid groove, immediately inferior to the lingula and lying just inferior to the mylohyoid line, carries the mylohyoid branch of the IAN. The ascending ramus diverges from the sagittal plane from front to back, once the needle engages the medial surface at this level it should be diverted laterally. At a higher level, near the base of coronoid process, the nerve is sufficiently medial to be accessible to a needle in the sagittal plane. With method the buccal and lingual nerves can be blocked (Standring et al., 2005; April, 1990; Snell, 2011). Variations in nerve architecture like these are of importance to clinicians who deal with surgery of the facial skeleton. Morphological changes of mandibular or mental foramen and variations of the nerve have also been described by many authors (Ramadhan et al., 2010;...
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Prado et al., 2010; Manikandhan et al., 2010; Siéssere et al., 2009; Oktem et al., 2008; Levine et al., 2007).
In many cases there is a single nerve which runs a few millimeters below the roots of teeth, nearly equal number of the nerve lies much lower in the mandible to continue near the lower border of the bone, or sometimes it is plexiform. The nerve can lie on the lingual or buccal side of the mandible (Standing et al., 2005; Snell, 2011). The MN, a branch of the IAN, when emerges through the mental foramen and then divides into three branches that supply the skin of the chin and mucous membrane of the lower lip and gum. Two of them pass upward and forward nearby the mucosal surface of the lower lip. The third one passes through the intermingled fibers of platysma and depressor anguli oris muscles to harvest the skin of the lower lip and chin. As the MN is one of the two terminal branches of the IAN, it is understandable why one’s chin and lower lip on the affected side lose sensation, as well. (Standing et al., 2005; Snell, 2011).
Sensory fibers of mandibular nerve and its inferior alveolar branch transmit impulses from the teeth and gums of the lower jaw, skin of the chin and mylohyoid muscle via its mylohyoid branch (Van de Graaff, 1998).
There are numerous congenital anomalous, trauma or cancers of the oral region may affect the IAN throughout its trace. Mandibular fractures through the mandibular canal almost always produce paralysis of inferior alveolar or MNs, as well as numbness of the teeth. Injuries to the inferior alveolar or MNs can also occur during the elevation of skin or mucosal flaps in the region (Cummings et al., 1993). The tumors should be evaluated before surgical procedure or performing anesthesia with regard to size and degree of infiltration and particularly in defining the relationship to the nerve. The trigeminal nerve is the principle nerve relating to the practice of dentistry. Before teeth are filled or extracted, anesthetic is injected near the appropriate nerve to block sensation. A mandibular nerve block desensitized the lower teeth, which was performed by injecting anesthetic near the IAN as it enters the mandible through the mandibular foramen. Important complications may include damage to IAN and its branches during operation or injecting anesthetic. (Paparella et al., 1991; Van de Graaff, 1998).
An entrapment neuropathy is a nerve lesion caused by pressure or mechanical irritation from anatomic structures next to the nerve. This can occur where the nerve passes through a fibro-osseous canal or foramen like mental foramen and is relatively fixed, from impingement by an anatomic structure, or from entrapment of the nerve between the soft and hard tissues. Thus, it is important to know the anatomy of inferior alveolar nerve and its major branches with relation to their vulnerability to entrapment (Piagkou et al., 2011). The IAN normally descends medial to the lateral pterygoid muscle passes between the sphenomandibular ligament and the mandibular ramus, and then enters the mandibular canal through the mandibular foramen. In the mandibular canal it runs downward and forward, generally below the apices of the teeth until below the first and second premolars, where it divides into the terminal incisive and mental branches (Khan et al., 2010; Krmpotic-Nemanic et al., 2001).
The mylohyoid nerve branches from the IAN, as the latter descends between the sphenomandibular ligament and the mandibular ramus. The mylohyoid nerve passes forward in a groove to reach the mylohyoid muscle and the anterior belly of the digastric muscle. (Loughner et al., 1990).
Topographically, the IAN may pass close to the medial part of the condyle. As such, a medially displaced disc could interfere mechanically with this nerve. This could explain the
sharp, shooting pain felt locally in the joint with jaw movements as well as the pain and other sensations projecting to the terminal area of distribution of the nerve branches near the temporomandibular joint, such as the ear, temple, cheek, tongue, and teeth (Piagkou et al., 2011; Johansson et al., 1990).

The MN exits the mandible through the mental foramen, divides into three branches deep to the depressor anguli, oris muscle, and supplies the skin and mucous membrane of the lower lip, the skin of the chin, and the vestibular gingiva of the mandibular incisor (Standring et al., 2005; Moore, 1983; April, 1990; Woodburne & Burkel 1994).

The MN is significant during surgical procedures of, the chin area such as genioplasty and mandibular anterior segmented osteotomy (Westermark et al., 1998; Seo et al., 2005; Gilbert & Dickerson 1981), and it can also be damaged during dental procedures such as dental implant surgery, orthodontic treatment, and endodontic treatment.

Mental neuropathy also may be caused by systemic diseases and tumors (Bodner et al., 1989; Klokkevold et al., 1989; Chand et al., 1997). Severe pain or sensation disturbance may occur when the MN is entirely or partially injured after such applications. A relatively common problem is the use of an inappropriate attachment depth or path during the insertion of dental implant fixtures, which may injury the IAN and MN. The incidence of permanent sensory disturbance to the lower lip after dental implant insertion in the mental foramen region is reportedly 7% to 10%. (Wismeijer et al., 1997; Mardinger et al., 2000). Complications such as loss of lip and chin sensation may result in lip biting, impaired speech, and diminished salivary retention, deficits that have a significant impact on a cases’ activities of daily living (Deeb et al., 2000; Smiler, 1993). The MN can be preserved during dental implant or flap surgeries by repositioning the IAN or ridge augmentation (Hu et al., 2007).

Anatomical anomalies of the mandibular canal may have clinical implications, such as an increased risk of injury to the IAN in case of removing a mandibular third molar and inadequate local anesthetics such as bifid and trifid mandibular canal (Mizbah et al., 2010). The IAN can be damaged secondary to the injection of a local anesthetic into the pterygomandibular space or the MN when injecting in the region of the mental foramen. Although the exact pathophysiology of this injury remains unknown, there are three possible causes as firstly direct intraneural injection with mechanical injury to the nerve such as severance of axons, partial or total, scar tissue or neuroma formation, Wallerian degeneration, and so forth, secondly interruption of vessels of the mesoneurium with perineural and intraneural hemorrhage and secondary scar formation, and thirdly chemical toxicity of the anesthetic solution from a sterilizing solution in a leaky carpule. Regardless of its cause, it is recommended that aspiration be done before all local anesthetic injections. If there is a bloody aspirate or the patient complains of a paresthesia as typically, an electric shock-like sensation, the needle is withdrawn a few millimeters and aspiration is repeated. If there is now no bloody aspirate, it can be assumed that the needle tip is no longer in contact with a blood vessel or nerve, and the injection is completed. A note of such an occurrence should be routinely entered in the cases’ chart. This method may prevent direct injection into a vascular space, but does not necessarily prevent deposition of the anesthetic within the epineurium. Because the diameter of the IAN is 4–5 times greater than the associated inferior alveolar artery or vein. Nerve injury secondary to local anesthetic injection is not common. It may be difficult to differentiate from damage related to the placement of the dental implants, particularly if the case was under sedation or general anesthesia and, therefore, unable to report a paresthesia at the time of the injections (Meyer & Bagheri, 2011).
Damage to the IAN as a consequence of bone preparation or implant placement may be caused by errors in radiographic planning, drilling, or direct contact of the implant with the nerve. Drill injuries to the IAN may be difficult to diagnose. Damage caused by drilling, the extent of injury of the IAN caused by the implant itself is related to the degree of encroachment of the implant into the IAC or its direct contact with the IAN. Nerve injury caused by implant placement may occur, despite correct osseous preparation, when the implant is inserted beyond the vertical confines of the prepared bone, compressing or breaching the superior wall of the IAC and forcing bone into the canal. Consecutive, extension of drilling into the IAC may favor over insertion of the implant cylinder beyond its intended depth and into the IAC, making direct contact with the IAN (Meyer & Bagheri 2011).

The MN ranges in the mandibular buccal soft tissue and is at risk of injury during incisions. Recognition of the changing anatomy of the edentulous mandible is especially helpful in minimizing risk of damage to the MN. As the cases ages, the alveolar bone in an edentulous area resorbs, and the position of the mental foramen becomes closer to the crest of the alveolar ridge. In some cases there is actual rupture of the IAN and the MN come to lie on the alveolar ridge crest. Placement of an incision must, therefore, take these anatomic changes into gravity. During the retraction of a mucoperiosteal flap it is potential to exert continuous improper pressure on the underlying IAN and MN. Gentle soft tissue retraction with frequent short relaxation of retraction pressure is advised nerve (Meyer & Bagheri 2011).

For reconstruction of an atrophied posterior mandible, different therapeutic options have been proposed, such as autologous bone grafting, guided bone regeneration for vertical ridge augmentation, and IAN mobilization with simultaneous implant placement. The possible dehiscence of soft tissues covering the surgical zone makes the first and second techniques unpredictable. Moreover, two surgical sites are necessary and a long treatment time as nearly 12 months is required. With IAN mobilization, only one surgical intervention is required and the total treatment time is shorter as about about 6 months. However, this method risks irreversible damage to the IAN, with consequent functional alterations. Recent studies have shown extreme variability in the examination of functionality of the neurovascular bundle after its mobilization. This variability can be attributed both to the methodology used for the tests, which evoke subjective answers from the case, and to the surgical procedure, which is highly dependent on surgeon method. Nerve injury may be the result of an overstretched mucoperiosteal flap in the premolar region to achieve optimal visibility of the operative zone (Bovi, 2005).

Less common causes of nerve damage are related to placement of autologous or allogenic or also xenogenic bone grafts during simultaneous implant placement. In cases of complex implant reconstruction, the bone graft material may be placed into the donor site with additional force, thus severely compressing or even crushing the IAN. The authors have decelerated several cases of particulate bone graft material within the IAC that caused important nerve compression, and other cases of severe scarring, similar in clinical configuration to a chemical burn, when calcium hydroxyapatite came in direct contact with the nerve (Meyer & Bagheri, 2011; Ferrera & Chandler, 1994).

During surgical resection of tumors of the oral cavity, head and neck surgeons are often faced with the challenge of achieving complete resection margins while preserving a functional and anatomical features to avoid nerve injury. Injuries to peripheral branches like IAN during the removal of third molar teeth are known and accepted risks in oral and
maxillofacial surgery practice. These risks might be reduced by modifications of evaluation or surgical methods depending on the operators’ judgment in individual cases. If a nerve damages, prompt recognition, subjective and objective valuing, and forming a treatment plan, if the sensory deficit fails to resolve in a rational period and is not acceptable to the case, give the case the best chance of achieving recovery of sensory function in the distribution of the damaged nerve. Microneurosurgery may produce return of useful sensory function or complete sensory improvement if done in a timely fashion by an experienced operator, in greater than 80% of cases who prevent nerve damages during the removal of the third molar teeth (Meyer & Bagheri, 2011).

3. Mechanisms of nerve injury

3.1 Nerve morphology

The nerve trunk is surrounded of four connective tissue sheaths. These are the mesoneurium, epineurium, perineurium, and endoneurium from the outside inward (Polland et al., 2001). The mesoneurium is a connective tissue sheath which is analogous to the mesentery of the intestine. It encloses the nerve trunk within the soft tissue, contains the segmental blood supply of the nerve, it continues with the epineurium. The epineurium is the loose connective tissue sheath which protects the nerve trunk against mechanical stress. Fascicles are marked out by the perineurium, which surrounds the axons and endoneurial sheaths. The fasiccular pattern can be monofascicular (one large fascicle), oligofascicular (2-10 rather large fascicles) or polyfascicular (more than 10 fascicles of different sizes). Individual nerve fibers and their Schwann cells are surrounded by the endoneurium. The perineurium and endoneurium provide elasticity together. Polyfascicular nerves with many small fascicles such as the IAN resist stretch more than monofascicular or oligofascicular nerves (Sunderland, 1951). The nerve fiber is the functional component of the peripheral nerve and it is responsible for transmitting stimuli. The nerve fiber consists of axon, a Schwann cell, and a myelin sheath in myelinated nerve fibers. The axon is a segment of a neuron and can be characterized by morphology, conduction velocity and function. A-alpha fibers are the largest myelinated fibers. They are encoded for the transmission of muscle spindle and tendon organ afferents and skeletal muscle efferents. The A-beta fibers are the second largest myelinated axons. The sensation of touch is transmitted to these axons. The A-delta fibers are the smallest of the myelinated fibers, which transmit stimuli encoded for temperature and pain. The smallest axons are the unmyelinated C-fibers. They transmit stimuli encoded for slow or second pain, temperature, and efferent sympathetic fibers (LaBanc, 1992).

In 1943, Seddon described a triple classification of mechanical nerve injuries to characterize the morphophysiologic types. Seddon’s classification includes neuropraxia, axonotmesis and neurotmesis and is based on the time course and completeness of sensory recovery (Seddon, 1943).

3.1.1 Neuropraxia

Neuropraxia represents the mildest form of nerve injury. It is characterized by a conduction block, almost complete return of sensation or function, and no degeneration of the axon. The continuity of the epineural sheat and the axons is lasts and morphologic alterations are minor. Trauma to the endoneurial capillaries causes intrafascicular edema, resulting in a conduction block. The sensation or function returns to normal within 1 to 2 days following
the resolution of intrafascicular edema, generally within 1 week following nerve injury. The function deficit recovers spontaneously and usually complete within 3 to 4 weeks (LaBanc, 1992).

### 3.1.2 Axonotmesis

Axonotmesis is a more severe nerve injury with disruption of the neuronal axon but with maintenance of the myelin sheath. This type of nerve damage may cause paralysis of the motor, sensory, and autonomic functions. It involves loss of the relative continuity of the axon and its covering of myelin, but preservation of the connective tissue framework of the nerve (the encapsulating tissue, the epineurium and perineurium, are preserved). Because of the loss of axonal continuity, Wallerian degeneration occurs. An axonotmesis is characterized by axonal injury and continues with degeneration or regeneration. Traction and compression are the usual mechanisms of this type of injury. This may cause severe ischemia, intrafascicular edema, or demyelination. Although the axons are damaged, there is no disruption of the endoneurial sheath, perineurium, or epineurium. Complete recovery takes place in 2 to 4 months, but improvement leading to complete recovery may take as long as 12 months. It is important to know that within 2 to 4 months following injury, signs of sensation or function begin and continue to improve over the next 8 to 10 months. Anesthesia followed by a paresthesia is the psychophysical response to an axonotmesis as recovery begins (LaBanc, 1992).

### 3.1.3 Neurotmesis

Neurotmesis is the most severe lesion with potential of recovering. A neurotmesis is characterized by severe disruption of the connective tissue components of the nerve trunk. The etiology of nerve injury is traction, compression, injection injury, chemical injury, local anesthetic toxicity or in a complete disruption of the nerve trunk laceration and avulsion. In this type of nerve injury, sensory and functional recovery is never complete. The psychophysical response to these injuries is an immediate anestesia. This may be followed by paresthesia or possibly neuropathic responses such as allodynia, hyperpathia, hyperalgesia, or chronic pain. This type of nerve injury has a high probability of development of a central neuroma (LaBanc, 1992).

### 4. Inferior alveolar nerve lateralisation

#### 4.1 Surgical procedure

IAN lateralisation is a new technique. In the literature of implantology, the techniques described are partial and located at the anterior part of the nerve, near the foramen mentalis. Total lateralisation technique can be used in dental prosthesis in mandibular posterior edentulism when the alveolar bone is reduced and when the prosthesis compresses the nerve in the foramen region. This technique can also be used in implantology when terminal implant restitution is needed. On patients with benign tumors when the horizontal branch of the mandible is resected total lateralisation technique is a choice.

The procedure starts with the soft tissue incision slightly buccal to the crest of the residual alveolar ridge. The incision begins at the retromolar region and continues forward to the mesial portion of the cuspid tooth area, where a vertical relaxing incision is made. A full thickness mucoperiosteal flap is elevated to the inferior border of the mandible. For
performing IAN lateralization, the corticotomy starts usually 3–4 mm distal to the mental foramen. Corticotomy should be extended 4–5 mm distal to the most distal implant position. To remove the trabecular bone and gain access to the neurovascular bundle, only hand instruments such as small curettes are used. The MN is mobilized from its position. After the nerve is completely released from the canal, half a rubber piston from a dental anaesthetic cartridge or a piece of aluminum foil is inserted between the nerve bundle and the bone.

Once the drilling is completed, the implant is inserted while the nerve bundle remains retracted in situ ensuring that the apical ends of the implants are positioned inferior to the canal. Once the implants are in position, the nerve is repositioned over the lateral aspect of the implants. The surgical protocol for IAN transposition, followed by implant placement, presented excellent results, with complete recovery of the sensitivity within 6 months after the surgical procedure.

4.2 Case report

45 year-old female patient applied to Gulhane Scholl of Medicine, Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery, with missing teeth in the mandibula. As she couldn’t use removable partial denture, we evaluated posterior mandibular area. But mandibular posterior bone height was inadequate for implant placement. A preoperative panoramic radiograph (Fig 2) and computerized tomographic (CT) scan revealed only 5 mm. of bone between the alveolar crest and the inferior alveolar canal.

Fig. 2. Preoperatif panoramic radiograph.

We planned alternative methods including IAN lateralization technique at this place. The surgical procedure was performed under local anesthesia. A full thickness mucoperiosteal flap was elevated to the inferior border of the mandible. For performing inferior alveolar nerve lateralization, the corticotomy started 4 mm distal to the mental foramen. A small round bur in a straight hand piece with high torque and copious amount of water irrigation was used to prepare the corticotomy site. To remove the trabecular bone and gain access to the neurovascular bundle, only hand instruments (small curettes) were used. The IAN was
mobilized from its position. After the nerve was completely released from the canal and before starting to drill, half a rubber piston from a dental anaesthetic cartridge or a piece of membrane was inserted between the nerve bundle and the bone where the drill was expected to reach (Fig 3). At second premolar and second molar region, we placed 3.5x12 mm. MIS implant (Fig 4).

Fig. 3. Nerve retraction with a retractor.

Fig. 4. Two implants was placed after nerve retractions.

The releasing incisions were carried out and mucoperiostal flap were sutured by using 3.0 silk. CT scan and panoramic radiograph (Fig 5) were taken after placing the endosseos implants. Surgical exposure and moving the nerve laterally results in a high incidence of sensory nerve disturbance and an excessive crown-to-root ratio of the prosthesis.
Fig. 5. The ends of the implants are positioned inferior to the canal.

We didn’t examine any neurologic disturbance at postoperative controls. The present study investigated neurosensorial disturbances related to IAN lateralization for up to 6 month follow-up. Subjective criteria, sensory function of the IAN returned to normal 6 weeks after surgery. IAN lateralization is a precise technique requiring high clinical competence, which should only be carried out by specialists. IAN lateralization is a useful method for managing the atrophic posterior mandible with dental implants. The risk of permanent damage of the IAN appears to be small.
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